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Videos

Alpha Bravo Charlie A video to use in learning the phonetic alphabet.

Phonetic Numbers A video version for the numbers used with this international NATO alphabet is also 
available. Running through the videos repeating the letters as the flashcards come up will give you a 
fluent competence with this system.

Gender of Nouns Help with understanding gender in English.

Presidents List Part One Learn the list of USA Presidents.

Presidents List Part Two  Includes song "Our Flag Stays Flying Free" by William Clark
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Color The USA Flag Quiz

How many red stripes?........................................

How many white stripes?.....................................

How many stripes all told?...................................

There are two amounts of stars in each row across. What are they?

…............     …................

How many stars in the vertical (up and down) rows? 

…...........     ….........

How many stars in total?      .............................
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The American flag

The American flag has thirteen equal horizontal stripes of red (top and 
bottom) alternating with white. A blue rectangle in the top corner 
beside the flagpole has fifty small, white, five-pointed stars arranged 
in a regular pattern of nine rows of six followed by five stars.

The fifty stars of the flag represent the 50 states, and the 13 stripes 
the original thirteen colonies that won independence from the British 
king to become the first states in the Union.

The flag is known by several nicknames: "Stars and Stripes", "Old 
Glory," and "The Star-Spangled Banner" after the national anthem). 
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Thank you
You cradled us when we were young,
A lullaby sweetly you sung.
When we shed a tear
You always drew near,
And managed the leaks we had sprung!

                     

Ideal for greetings cards of all kinds where you 
need a quality verse to express your feelings in 
the way that only poetry can.

Enjoy readings on romance, sports food, trees, 
flowers and much much more.

Reciting verse is good practice for your voice.

Download to your Kindle or mobile phone.

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B005F5PPMI

Sentimental
A message for mother this day:
Although you are now far away,
We never forget,
Our eyes are still wet,
There is always so much we would say. 
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Blank American Flags for Coloring
Vertical
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Horizontal
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